Bio Ethanol Fireplaces
... real sence of ﬁre

Easy to use
Having your own ﬁreplace ? - never been easer – no need for
chimney, gas, electricity or any other utility connection. You can
install it or move it across your space – with our ﬁreplaces and
burners - can be installed where you want it – not dependent of
any other connection. Independent ﬁreplaces can be moved
from room to room or from space to space hassle free.
Our burners and ﬁreplaces come with all necessary
accessories you need to operate it successfully. Unlike
traditional wood ﬁreplaces our burners and ﬁreplaces are easy
to clean and maintain. Simply ﬁll the burner with proper fuel and
turn it on then turn it off whenever you like - that is all !
Our burners have unique, beautiful natural ﬂame without mess
of traditional open ﬁre. Nova fuel burns clean and with no smell.
Only products of burning Nova fuel are CO2 (carbon dioxide)
and H2O (water vapor).
When you turn it off there is no ashes to dispose, nothing to
clean…
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Bio nova burners and ﬁreplaces are brought to you in compliance with
the standard that covers speciﬁcally burners running on denatured bio
ethanol - DIN 4734-1. This German standard presents set of rules that
bring safety to every product that we produce for your enjoyment.
All our products are made from hi quality materials and with introduced
ISO 9001:2008 standards of quality maintaining. That is the reason we
can offer you 24 months warranty.
All our ﬁreplaces comming with detailed instructions and if you follow it
you will enjoy our products in safety for many years.

Effective and efﬁcient, environmentally
No dangerous emissions – Nova fuel is
friendly
renewable and clean burning liquid fuel derived
from agricultural and forestry products. Only
products of burning this fuel are CO2 (carbon
dioxide), H2O (water in vapor) and heat.
Bio nova burners are 90% efﬁcient – this is the
main advantage – there is no chimney, so heat
does not escape - it is all there in your space.
Flame from our burners is beautiful and natural
without all the hassle with traditional ﬁres, also,
this brings a touch of magic in every space…
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BOX BURNER L
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Fully adjustable ﬂame, heat and
fuel consumption by
sophisticated sliding mechanism
No loose fuel - all the ﬁre
produced coming from vapors
through perforated area
One piece molded tank plus
outer safety tray
Fuel tank capacity : 2,95 liter
Burning time: up to 6 hours on
max. setting
2 year warranty

ROUND BURNER L

ROUND BURNER L - OS
ź
ź

ź
ź
ź
ź
ź

Unique design and functionality
No loose fuel - all the ﬁre
produced coming from vapors
through perforated area
One piece molded tank plus
outer safety tray
Robust and durable design
Fuel tank capacity : 2,9 liter
Burning time: up to 4,5 hours on
max. setting
2 year warranty
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Fully adjustable ﬂame, heat and
fuel consumption by
sophisticated iris mechanism
No loose fuel - all the ﬁre
produced coming from vapors
through perforated area
One piece molded tank plus
outer safety tray
Fuel tank capacity : 2,9 liter
Burning time: up to 4,5 hours on
max. setting
2 year warranty

Fireplace inserts
COMPACT
ANDRE
V and H
Stainless
steel burner
housing,
coloured or
covered with
natural stone
plates
ź Sub
constructed to
prevent from
deformations
ź Pre insulated
and ready for
DIY
installation
ź 2 year
warranty

ź

Nova fuel
Bio nova burners are running on special ethanol based fuel derived from
plants.
It is a renewable and environmentally friendly source of energy. While it is
burning it produces no smoke, no smell and leaves no ashes.
Co2 (carbon dioxide), H2O (water in vapor) and heat are only products of
burning.

Designing
It is very easy to design and create ﬁre feature in interior or exterior if you
are not restricted by vents, cables, gas lines or any kind of utility connection.
With Bio Nova you have perfect tool to create any ﬁre design with
remarkable simplicity and effectiveness. We are here to accommodate you
with a solution for your design masterpiece.

Converting
You have a traditional wood or gas ﬁreplace and you do not use it because
it is too much trouble to service it (bringing wood, getting rid of aches,
cleaning chimney…), you can, with Bio Nova get all the beneﬁts from
natural ﬁre in your ﬁreplace. It is just as easy as to unwrap it, put it in to your
existing ﬁreplace and enjoy it without all the hassle.

Decorating and Furnishing
Decorating and furnishing your space with ﬁre is very exciting. With
Bio Nova you can choose from decorative wall piece to stunning center
piece adding warmth to your space in classic or modern way. They do not
just look great they really heat it up.
For your project demands our team of designers, architects and engineers
will be glad to service your needs for custom made ﬁre objects. Let us
complement your interior or exterior design with a ﬂavor of passion for ﬁre.
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